ABOUT US

Established in 2005, EMG Education was one of the first private education organizations in Vietnam to bring international Math and Science curriculum to the country’s state schools and the very first to successfully integrate such a program into the national academic curriculum across all grades from 1 to 12. The company’s business has grown extensively over the years, and today EMG’s network spans across more than 100 state schools enrolling thousands of students every year. The company is based primarily in Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi, Vietnam.

EMG Education’s mission has always been to create opportunities for young Vietnamese learners, particularly by helping them achieve international recognition. The leading Vietnamese education innovator works closely with internationally acclaimed exam boards all over the world. Driven by innovation, dedication to excellency and with an outstanding track record as a leader in the field of curriculum development and provision, EMG Education will continue to work closely with reputable international partners in both public and private sectors to ensure brighter success for Vietnamese students and schools.